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Klein Tools® Launches Multi-Functional Digital Angle Gauge & Level Built for Any Jobsite
Nov. 27, 2019 (Lincolnshire, Ill.) – Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857, introduces the
new Digital Angle Gauge and Level, perfect for setting angles, checking relative angles or for use as a digital level.
With a strong magnetic grooved surfaced to keep it in place on conduit, pipe, beams and other ferromagnetic
surfaces, and an easy-to-read reverse-contrast display, you’ll be able to read angles easily and check level no
matter what worksite you’re on.

Digital Angle Gauge and Level (Cat. No. 935DAG)








0-90° and 0-180° measurement ranges facilitate multiple and diverse
applications for electrical, plumbing, HVAC, carpentry and more
Strong magnetic base to attach to conduit, pipes, sawblades, vents, ducts
and other ferromagnetic surfaces
V-groove edges enable optimal alignment on conduit and pipes for bending
and alignment
High-visibility reverse-contrast display improves visibility in dimly lit work
environments
Display auto-rotates when upside down for easy viewing
Water- and dust-resistant with IP42 rating
Soft carrying case and two AAA batteries included

“Klein’s new digital angle gauge, optimized to attach to conduit or pipe with its vgrooved magnetic base, offers customers a versatile solution to several jobsite
problems,” says Anthony Lam, Senior Product Manager at Klein Tools. “The ability to
handle 0-90° and 0-180° measurement ranges, plus the durability of the IP42 rating
means tradespeople across the board will be able to put this tool to use.”
For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/new-products or search for
#NewKleins on social media.
About Klein Tools
Since 1857 Klein Tools, a family-owned and operated company, has been designing,
developing and manufacturing premium-quality, professional-grade hand tools. The
majority of Klein tools are manufactured in plants throughout the United States and
are the No. 1 choice among professional electricians and other tradespeople. For
more information, visit www.kleintools.com.
Klein is a registered trademark of Klein Tools, Inc.
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